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MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. DENT

The President noted at the Heritage Group conference yesterday morning that, as usual the National Committee's ethnic division activities are overloaded towards Lithuanians, Estonians and other middle Europeans, and that they are not putting nearly enough emphasis on the key ethnic groups -- Italians, Poles and Mexicans.

He wants you to make sure that this situation is corrected and that we really move hard to get some attention in the areas where it can be really politically productive.

H. R. HALDEMAN
TO: BOB Haldeman
FROM: HARRY DENT

Attached is another report on the New York mayor's race.

I discussed this with the Attorney General, Morton, and Pat Buchanan this morning. All say there is nothing we can do to affect the outcome. The worst thing would be getting caught trying.

The Attorney General feels Marchi would destroy himself if he got out.

McWhorter favors a Lindsay victory.
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